Sitar Guru Ravi Shankar to grace
HSU with his mesmorizing
melodies
and inspiring compositions.

The Scene,
page 19
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Irish, Scottish blend of culture, foods and
music. Guinness on tap, corned beef and

cabbage, Scotch ale. Starting Thursday
nights in May.
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Firties
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They're best in the robust atmosphere of the
'
Lost Coast Brewery. Phone us for more
information, or just stop by.

s

Remember...you’re only 10 minutes away from
The Lost Coast Brewery & Café!
Downtown
Brown® Ale: Winner of the

1996 Gold Medal from the Beverage Tasting Institute
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@ Although she was ©
unavailable for comment,
the family of freshman
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and feet, forcing doctors to amputate both
wit
tiorneteete

stricken with meningitis
speaks about her condition.

DIEGO

— For the first time after

HSU freshman stricken with a near-fatal
infection, returned to her Rancho

Pefiasquitos
home Sunday for a short visit.
Pay sce
vag Seca thedin
home permanently
— in time for her 19th
Ce
an ae caae
open her Christmas
, for her since en
was
cena
rushed
to the hospital Christmas Eve.
herhome for good,”
“Wecan't wait
Benn’ ecto gt “We want her

home
so badly.”
However, until that day arrives, Benn’s
home is her room on the third floor of the

_ With posters on the walls, mobiles

ing from the

stuffed
toys strewn

a

food and candy,

it looks like what a typical 18-year-old’s
“Ie

might

“Conherweenuad

she took Melanie

in to the emergency room, she knew her
was very, very sick, but she still
an infection,” ‘she said. “However, it wasn’t

nearly four months, Melanie Benn, former

room

Benn has had 11 major operations,
in-

it was the flu.
emergency
team was talking about —

oe
SAN

3

look.

kind of homey,”
Benn’s sister

Jessica, 16, said. “It’s messy.”

has been in the hospital
being di
with
her,
infection
— a disease that nearly
mach of
causing kidney failure,
hands
her skin and loss of circulation to

until a

took me aside and told me

she had a 50 percent chance of surviving
that it started sinking in.
“She was always conscious and awake,”

she said. “It didn’t seem like she was on the
verge
of dying.”
For two-and-a-half
months she was at the
University
of California at San Diego Medi-

cal Center. Nobody knew whether she would

live
or die.
On March 8, when she was released from

the UCSD Medical Center and transferred
to the San Diego Rehabilitation Institute,
doctors declared her
“out of the
woods,” Candice Benn said.

She is doing well, but she still gets sick.
Wieeaeeerem
Weer
a
erkidneys are still not working properly
and she has dialysis three times a week. She
may need a transplant in the near future, but
for now, her kidneys are improving. If she
needs a transplant, her sister may be the

PHOTO COURTESY OF MEREDITH MATHISON
Jessica Benn, right, visits with her sister Melanie at the UCSD Medical Center
tate February. Melanie Benn was at UCSD for two-and-a-half
months.
“(When it first happened) I wasinadaze,”
in the back of the throat — without getting
Jessica
Benn said. “It was hard. Everyone
‘sick.
The disease affects one in 100,000 of the

‘Dr. John Hansbrough ofthe UCSD Burn

Center and part of the team that cared for
Benn, said nobody understands why
Melanie became one of the few who get
"Semdaineustieoumlocds
Twenty percent of the general
cone caneeens Sos Soca —

general
ion and of those infected,
only about 20 percent get as sick as Benn

knows why she got this dis

was very tense.

“Since then
my life has changed a lot,”

shesaid. “Allofa sudden this happened. It’s
a shock and when you finally get over the
shock you have to realize that this kind of
thing can happen to anyone.

ease that turned her life and the lives

of her family upside down. —

See Melanie, page 5

Protest spawns coalition against covert operations
roup seeks
BG
peaceful, direct

action
.
;

Alan Workman
———"
leaner

A —. of concerned =
formed to protest
dents

undercover

operatin

tions in support of the group’s

Yesterday
60 students
The group came

lish a name, an
- tivities.

Frahm
toestab-

and ac-

Thename voted on by the
asia
is the

dom and
The short term
“This student

i
Esctine

Perks coulaion sttes, “Our goal
istohavestudentsandadministra-

_—It is asked that students wear

mic rally and press conference.
From 1 to 3 p.m. there will bea

ty

, at 11 a.m., a
Next
march will begin at the Creekview

vited to participate in the activities.

we, white arm bands in protest of the _ sit-in staged in Nelson Hall East.
ee
All concerned students are infor the administration’s policy.
and implementation

clnnomentofteiom nd

ae

with present univer- “The
sanctioned — dissatisfaction

administration.

sr pay

npn

he
Quad foranopenvergebacktot

today

a

ne

will be in the Quad

ts
to sign'petistuden

ing lot and continue through
eee
continueto
march

Founders Hall.

At noon, the march will con-

on the top
storyted
See rela

of Campus, page4.
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Privacy resolution uncuyared
Due to these conditions, the
ee

———

Student concerns about the use

VOTE
University Quad
¢ Student and
Business Services
¢ Natural Resources
¢2nd floor of the "J"
¢Disabled Student
Services - hse. 71
¢ Library!
Polls are open

GYam- 4pm.
TODAY

AND

TOMORROW!

gone beyond
the ceopie _
gre ling of dis-

BS
iaeeale

HSU

satiated Stuand consider

senior Ted Muhlhauser, a

science major and Cali-

ia State Student Association
d resoluive, draftethe

tion to voice student reaction to
the administration’s use of an undercover officer in the school’s
dorms.
is no
there n
statestio
The resolu
y
for the repolicysit
official univer
erto
rcov
officer
cent use ofan unde

expose illegal activity. It also states
a,

were not —

activity is a condition o
residence.

When complaints

the tenants
of rented property a 24-hour no-

abuse

in the dorms ae

in-

creased he said, the use of an un-

derc
officer
ov
was er
their last re-

tion by landlords.
While the resolution admits the |

sort.

“More

extreme

eesares

university is granted an exemption

needed to be taken,” paler
After the meeting, HS sopho-

hesive university community.”

major, echoed Hughes
“(The cdedeieaten)

for discussion of the resolution,

hausted all powers,”
she said.
Itisn’t unusual, she said, to wake

from state law, it states that the
change would establishamore* cO-

When the meeting was opened

several people attended to voice

concerns.
Rees Hughes, director of student activities and housing, was
the first to voice his concerns about
the drug problem in the dorms.
He said there have been several
emergency visits to the hospital
the past two semesters by dorm
residents because of drug abuse.
He also said they had exhausted

more Mary Klots, a Peeling”

Ces

Seer

As the end of the year draws
ink: tailianic dd pain of
aesingerk agg eager
r many seniors.

Last-minute

graduation
plans, papers and the
ing job hunt make leavHSU a di
task.

seemed to be the biggest
worry for Wood-Hepner, but she
said her interdisciplinary studies
majo r made the process easier by
allowing her flexibility when
classes weren’t offered. WoodHepner is seven-months pregnant
and plans to take a year off from

oe to spend with her baby being togeta
ing cre-

—a

“I’m starting to feel bummed
actually because I’m going to miss
out on so many services like the

experience.
"ico

be that chosean ine

ABAUTT

up to the scent of marijuana
in the
nthlive with
with it everyday. +” Klotz
said. “It’s worse than the administration knows.”
Hughes said he was open to suggestions and to the possibility of
ha
call

" See Resolution, page 8

of English, but so. many of the
classes seemed to
each other
and I never
a whole
lot of
new stuff,” she said. “I would like
to see better teachers and more

ing

class structures.”

In the near future, Wood-

epner said she will be giad to
have freedom from the obligations
of school for a while, and looks
forward to coming back for her
credential
and pursuing a career in
Art senior Joe Borreson plans
on a
to —
this summer

going to

look for work.

Areato

”

“It’s somewhat of a relief now
that it’s here, but the process of my

See Grads,
page 7

Now Serving
Lunch Again!
Thursday

|

ex-

Graduation brings pain, pleasure

sendatieaneamener
pointed looking back at her educa-

1225 B ST. 822-5105

of

tice of request of property inspec-

Library, health center and computer labs,” she said.

Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

gras
wang sa
ccalin tad me oe el
oe

| ofan undercover officer in the HSU

student dorms has

al other attempts of

and Friday
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Melanie -———
<

*

”

7

© Continued
from page 3
“It was hard the first couple of
months,”
she said. “Melanie was
onarespirator.
We couldn't
talk to

ee eens
ow,

and & i

bo eee, Ue

er

¥ —_

:

oe

— but she only uses it for therapy.
“It's awkward
and heavy and it
hurts her so she doesn’t like to use
at

legs, she said.
will start out
with short legs and after
she gets
used to them she will be fitted with

a
The Benn’s have
a

had their

inin preparation for Melanie's 8 homecoming; her room has been moved
downstairs
and her mother had put
an ad in the
for someone to retrofit the house fora wheelchair. One man who answered
the
ee
family agreed
crew remodeled the bathroom and installed
wheelchair ramps.
Benn’s health is get
better,
she is sad and

at times, her sister said.

School in 1995 where she lettered
in basketball
and diving, sangin
Sr
honor

:

She is scared to be alone because
she can’t do anything for herself

yet.

“When I see her and she gets sad

and depressed, when she asks

‘Why did this
tome,’ that’s
the hardest part,” she said.
Her mother said the hardest part

“The

o nly

way I’m getting

~

through this is with a lot of help
se:

eget

atnaae

Aironet
ad

The group

softball tournament
for late spring.
Its ultimate goal is to raise $50,000
for Benn’s
Sundance
Schoolin
Rancho Pefiasquitos where Benn

is a former student, is collecting

GIFT IDEAS

Pennies for Melanie, a fund-rais-

Portfolios - Easels

ing effort in which students collect
coins for Benn’s medical and other

* Journals -

Fountain Pens - Frames
CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!

is really in.
arms and legs are not go-

The Benn’s church has estab“Hier
lished a trust fund in her name.
SS,
The family has also received the
will be waking
up with
support
of
who read
thetics for the rest ofherlife.
Sheis —
ing to have to deal with what she about Benn in the newspaper.
Benn’s story has

However,
Benn’s outlook is still

strong.

She wants to return to
next fall.

guna
ming

on
to

OPEN 7

DAYS - 622-2942: 18TH
& G*

ARCAD

NORTHTOWN

in the

nae

San Diego
Union-Tribune three
times,
the (San Diego) North
unty
Times twice
TheLum-

CUSTOM

FRAMING

her
are

sities and colleges to see what they
“Melanie will do much better
when she gets back to school,” her

mother said. “It will feel good to
ne nee eee
mind again. She'll be more independent.”
Benn is thinking
about going to
UCSD.

with any reporters
yet.

“We have gotten alot more support than we
” Jessica
Benn said. “
we don’t even
know have sent
to her fund.
: “Friends are always calling, wniting and caring.”

free hglp with dgsign & assembly!
..tools and workspace¢ for youl
an unrivaled selection of Beads
- and Treasures! ~

GOOD NEWS!
. CLIMBING TEMPERATURES

Spring
has sprung! Fresh air. Lakes. Trees.
Sunsets> Fisher's
29 high performance
mountain,
urban and kids’ bikes give
you the best seat in the house to
Gary Fisher

enjoy
it all.

See it. Feel it. Live it. Stop in. The Fishing’s great!
Or call for a free catalog: 1-800-473-4743
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chandise and an undisclosed
cash. No forced entry
ene
was

(CHABOD’S BILLIARDS

din® e

od men were seen piper

K. ri Boulevard footthe T
the
bridge Tuesday afternoon. Five

people were told to move on. Sunday afternoon four panhandlers

speaking in an “obscene manner”
were also nudged along.
e A Redwood Hall resident received obscene phone calls early

Wednesday morning from an ap-

e Vandals scurried across cam-

wed Friday. Two peo le were
running out of the Univer-

sity Conterabout 11 p.m.,knock-

ing over trash cans. Thetwowere
re
ag
ae Forbes

and the fire lane gate
behind the Art building was
found broken. Inside the complex
a framed picture
was found
pulled offa wall and another
was
damaged.
The motivation for the
incidents is unknown.
e An officer patrolling
Founders Hall early Tuesday
morning discovered a newspaores
behind the
building. A
was reported

missing from the University
Center later
that day.

¢ When a beverage technician

came to restock the Pepsi ma-

¢ Single
use needles

* Autoclave

ste

*Fine

SUUEE

line,

C

chine in Sunset Hall Tuesday

Call

fot a

.

Ke

3610

they

-

to the _

wT

all
en
ae
ceitueh Fal Sesame

owner.
missing. The
sooullagdetentnieon
ditions combined
with imperfecSonn ke Snr eee sere to

Et
Se

OPE

after a living group ea found it
way.
hung on a Sunset Hall door.
e A vehicle was seen leaving the

Creekview lot after colliding with

another vehicle about midnight on
Thursday. The suspect driver returned to the area two hours later
and was arrested for hitand run and
drunk driving.

¢ Plant Operations used a device

known as “the sniffer” to locate a
natural gas leak near the Ceramics

Lab Thursday morning.

e While a Eureka Seafoods deliv-

ery truck was parked next to the

Jolly Giant camaro

Thursda

afternoon, a five pound can of

was stolen. It was valued at $54.
and A concernedpin ace oa

ding a straight

toa

pin

chair in ne WidLe balding
. ies
t midnighton ThursdayTh
i ry to a
| positioned to inflict inju
kidnapping
claimed $172 in mer- victim’s nether regions.

near a

door-

Sunset Hall residents

were contacted. One was released
with a warning, the other was

cited.
¢ Anodorofsulferwas reported
cnssithiisheaiehaibe’ roo,
The area was checked, but the
eee
.
®

toa tow

battered purse aay

an em

found ee

Rossow Street Monday morning.

e A combination lock was attento naar Hall bath-

wcbeunpulngiiaaeert-Ps$

custodian detected a foul

itevening.on Wildlife
Lane
Monday
‘Lane
Monday
It was filled
with fish
aoe

Compiled
by Andrew I. Jones

Location of program up in the A.LR.
By Nora Whitworth

om

The Academic Information and

BROAD

Referral Center will be moving out
of Siemens Hall as part ofa remodeling project to update rooms 208
and 209 to meet fire codes, said

Our reputation is img

Bob Hannigan, dean of Admisae
ee

rs

were found inside the car, but

cleat eo
a
repairs
were
made.
man.
ted
xica
parently into
e Two. skateboarders were
pe Amarijuana pipe was seized for
n
rnoo
afte
halted
while
destruction Wednesday

afternoon,
12 cases of P

° Best prices
on q

tered FridayafternoononB See
by undetermined forces. Chains

A.LR. Center is in room

4:12

210 and adjacent to room 209 —
the main room which needs to be
updated. A fire marshal
report from
approximately three years ago

listed file storage space, individual
work space and outdated wiringas
concerns,

said.

“The A.LR. Center area becomes part of the solution to solve
these problems that have been
identified by the university,” he

“Foidiietiadidieilding wil
come from state funds.
However, the
will
remove
the A.I.R. Center from a

central campus location.
“One of the fears is that we

would be put in a remote
part of
campus

no one will be able

to come by or that the space will be

See A.I.R.,
page 8

eT

eVery ee Rates
ePacking Boxes and

Shipping Supplies

eSqeaky Clean

—

eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

THE SISTERS OF THE DELTA
PHI EPSILON
WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THEIR NEW INITIATES FOR |
SPRING 1996
sit

Laurie Graham
Julie Huy
Liz Hunt
Sarah Martin

Christina Thrasher _

Honors to be pledged
social and environmental sound-

One more

consider at

ness and decide to what extent they

for studentsto _ want jo nosens Se ier, =
tion is the

socased Gotten tnd

coemmeoty

Sudan
particpate each
_tn heat te year the GPA

spread to numerous campuses
including
MIT, Stanford, and

many of the UC and CSU campuses. The goal of the GPA is to

co-coordinator of the GPA. “It’s
just for students to define their own

Grads

the organization
needs
Ay can be contacted through

—
“It hasn’t been easy, it’s a convoluted process,”
he said. “They
leave you in the dark a lot and you
have to find it out for yourself.”
Pysz said he would like to see all
the steps laid out in detail in one
comprehensive
format that would
explain all aspects of graduation
the Graduation Writ-

677-3611
CHER-AE
BINGO
&

HEIGHTS
CASINO

education requirements, gradua-

step tion checks, fees, capsand gowns,

in the “real world.”
“I’m definitely
glad to be finished, I’m really burned out on

the whole school process,”he
said. “The biggest challengeis
knowing
I’m not
goi to be surown
a lot of security that I'm going to
lose.”
Generallife experiencehas been
the most valuable aspect of his

and the commencement exercises.

going through all the hoopsto

a ossesgubsteuted,” he eatd. “You

have to get everyone's signature

and then fill out another grad
check every time you want to
change something.’
Pyszwill
be working ata YMCA
summer camp in Texas for the
' and
ibly
full-time
work as a
resident director at another
school.

ae

aera

to anythingat thi poin t,” hesaid.
“I'll miss school.

Don't forget to

VOTE

In
Elections!
the AS,
*University Quad
¢ Student and
Business Services
¢ Natural Resources
°2nd floor of the "J"
° Disabled Student

ria

The Lumberjack

Resolution
© Continued
from page 4

ofthe accused but also the rights of

the victims.”
He said dorm residents have a
_ He said there are “town meet- right to live in a drug-free environment.
ings” threetimesayearwheredorm
men
Foster claimed the focal issue of
opinions.
ea

The problem is, he said, is that of the undercover operation was

the 440 residents, only 15 to 20

about who was distributing and
transporting drugs onto the cam-

students attend.
Klotz said there are far less stu- pus

HSU senior Mauricio Torres, a

dents
and blames student apathy for the dorms’ wors- political science major, took issue
with the operation’s objectives.
eningp
In his discussions with Edward
University Police Department
Chief Robert Foster continued the
discussion expressing his interest

AUL RICHARD KING,
OPTOMETRIST

O.D.

in exploring the possibilities of
open-forum discussions. He said
Thursday's rallyon the Quad,
‘| where students voiced their opindons about the use of the under-

cover officer,
was helpful.
|
“I have absolutely
no problem
apes

wee

orm,” he

But, he said, “I have an obliga-

“Buzz” Webb, vice president of
Student Affairs, he said Webb

claimed the objective was who was
involved with drugs in the dorms.
In last week’s ; Leadaiial
Webb stated his concern was the
use and sale of drugs in the dorms.
When Webb's office was contacted about any discrepancies
between Chief Foster and himself,

HS

ele Kah Wager

ced dre of anbole
Lagi
nae
oolane af
i

Foster.
A

more important because you are

innocent unt proven guiy,"he

Wagner acknowledged that
there is a drug

the policy is

but said

:

However,
he said a resolution

is needed to protect the

anienuinnannes’
When asked ifa resolution
had

any binding effect on the dorm
eaten: Hughes said that it would

benon-binding, but that it would

Webb said, “We’ reasoneand con-

tion to protect the rights not only i

A.L.R:
© Continued from.

&

too small for us to woke.” said
Stan Mottas, director of the A.I.R.
Center and the T:
Center.
There has been no
location set for the center.
The center will be moved out of
Siemens Hall after the semester
ends,
he said.
“Ihavenoideanow where they're
thinking ofmoving us,” Mottaz said.

W

“We're not in considerationto
have them move here,” said Lois

Risling, director of the CICD.
“That was an item of a discussion

when they're
conflicti
said. “The A.LR. Centerisacoun-

oo

.

but they definitely decided it
reais is to move
the A.ILR. Center into the same

as the Testing
Center, since
ottaz is the director
of both.

“How can these two function

center we're there is talktesting center needs si-

Mottaz also expressed concem
for sufficient space for testing stu-

dents with disabilities and who
accommodations

if

Center moves in with

the Testing Center,

HIRING!
aire
=
ae

is Now Hiring

eaai Semester! ©

COMMUNITY
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Earth First protestors cut down timber salvage law
a

one
ee
Pek ge
eee

bill, which included money for

bear suit.“ If

Americorps, Clinton’s favorite

malt up (timber), I dost work.

te eer baling expoin
and aid

a
judge, Earn and a
citizen.
The grim reaper crept
around and manipulated
a person
made up to look like a puppet of
rrp Frank Riggs, R-Windor Is
thisa
No. tO
by Earth First! at a noon protest
Monday
in front of the Six Rivers
National Forest headquarters
cagrlogging idee.
protest resulted in numer-

chun mac nd

tions
opponents
and sexual orientation
between 40
supporters of Earth First! and 15
supporters
of Women In Timber,
who came to voice support for the
law.

The law is called a “rider” because it was an amendment
tacked
on to an unrelated
bill. The rider
was opposed by President
Clinton
who signed it because it was included in an important recissions

victimsof

I’m not against the logging induspoten

oT ur owed bic
increase in the amount of timber
taken from National forests. Bill
Pidanick,
public affairs officer for

million
boerd
fet
being
i logged at
Six Rivers this year out ofa total of

20 million that will be
;
About
20 members of California Women
in Timber, one
of 11

ty

meant

at

Arnendovent rights and tha’s big

ger than the rest of it. The be.

passes our right to redress
any action. There should always be
checks and balances. I'm not

against logging. I'm against lawlessness.”

to the law any tree
can be taken from any national forest that is “disease or insect-

chaptersnationwide, came to show infested...dead, damaged, ordown
their support
for the law.
‘trees, or trees affected by fire or
“We are here today to protest
to fireor
the salvage rider,” Earth First! or- insect attack. Such term also inganizer
Josh Brown said. “We are
calling for its repeal and to an end
to lawless
logging.”
Protester Marty Maskill said,
The protesters disagreed with “unfortunately their (the: timber
idea of dead or dying is
every aspect
of the law, but are industry's)
frustrated
with the anything that is going to be dead or
which allows
no public dying in the next couple hundred
egaueveuraab were
years.
sions based on the law.
Brown said the law has the effect
_“Tve been a carpenter for 18 of allowing any and all trees in
years, ” Eureka resident Dale

Saunders saidwhile dressed in a

See Salvage logging, page 13

Women
i

in Timber

AYAKO WALKERY LUMBERJACK STAFF

member Mary Fattig (left) speaks in favor
etapa
cist a anaaii amma

Council reviews three proposals to connect
Foster and Sunset avenues near tracks
Sy ie

Sonneries

provision for drainage and utility lines. The

differ in specific
for the
route, the use of medians and design
of the

Arcata residents got a chance to inspect
three road proposals connecting Foster and
Sunsct avenues on Thureday at City Hall.
City Manager Alice Harris said the new
designs were created in response to citizen's
ane ‘oster AAvenueah
cut
pagnae met manent several people
wanted the road to run as close to the
railroad
tracks as possible.
She also said residents were opposed toa
hewrenprene Onmiey Nearng Sears Sea
has since been relocated near the
Thecity contracted
the San
based
Gra Van Meter, Wil
iams and Pollack to
the three propoe-,

als for the connection.
Doig

moponn orte

beginning
in }

propor

va

nn 063.

othe
alternatives include two 11foot travel lanes, two 5-foot bike lanes and a

intersection
at Sunset Avenue. In addition,

two of the alternatives
connect to Wilson
Avenue while the other connects to Baldwin
Public Works Director Steve Leiker said

costs for the project are unknown at this
mpason Sn peep saaes Segmyseet
road connectors ia 35
traffic lights, could not

came.
“You can’t just put up a stop sign wher- |
ever you want one. That was done a long
time ago and a lot of people got
got in a lot of
trouble for it,” he said. “People run stop
en
ae
eee
Arcata resident Ike Dias urged the city to
the project as soon as possible.

you want to do, get the damn

and et dt afer

I know damn good

Naaramiterciobe

OK for everybody,”
he said.

However, at least one resident expressed
opposition to the project. Arcata resident

Jan Lundberg asked if the city had looked

Arcata and knock it down and make it one

LL
” Lundberg said.
Lundberg alec predicted the city would
encounter a lot of
to the project.
Arcata resident
Yartzoffoupgeated

See Street connector,
page 11

Hawk-eyed birders to stake out
county species for “Big Day”
rng mae
ne
birders because they will tr
county
and
summer
h
sitemnt to cover a 75-anile stretc
onbicycle, whereastheotherteams arrivals.

By Vanessa L. Payne
“Greenshank and Roughlegs

will be scouting on all fours —

Humboldt County record fornum-

at
r
owling (
a.m. on Saturdayat Snow Camp

ride again” is the motto of two Arcata birders aiming to break the
ber of species counted in a 24hour period.
RJ. Adams, HSU biology senior, and Elias Elias, a College of
the Redwoods student, are

just one of about eight teams
scouting
birds for the next
. two weekends as a part of
“Humboldt County Big

€ county

Pé

Road about 25 miles east of Blue
Lake.

at dawn,” Adams said, noting the

mate

your graduation dinner with

forehand. “We use stake out birds,
birds we know will be in a particu-

they can. The national record is
245 species while the county

lar area, such as tundra swans

semen 1983 by ateamled by
resident Ron Le

Valen 176 species.

Across from Fernadale. Repertory Theatre

Team,” named

after a bird found in the area — are
in a class separate from other

possible is to scout out species be-

which tend to hang out in the bottoms.”

| _ WERUN OUT. —

is hopeful the teams will raise be-

tween $2,000 to $3,000.
Pipette yg
a ole proceeds willc
Breeding Bird Atlas, a five-year
project to map the breeding distriin the county. The organization is

orioles, which are new to Arcata

and nest in palm trees on the Plaza,

and he reuls of BigDay
:
and next

bitterns, wood ducks, hooded

weekend's

mergansers
and owls.

Bird-a-thon,

organized by the

“This is the best time to get late

student

See Big Day, page 12

Student Board Members
For 2 - Year Terms

Beginning 1996-97

Here's your opportunity to

GET

INVOLVED
STUDENTS

aN

Looking

Is

a

BECAUSE SOMETIMES

said he

Other stake out birds are hooded

For

1021 "I ST © ARCATA
© 826-7604

!
8
Board
of
Directors
aailie
t
o
r
T

ie

Adams and Elias— the “Knot

a total of $250 to $300.
Robert Hewitt, regional

Audubon

gland and across the United States

will be scouting as many species as

Lc
ihn Blue

pledges for about 80 cents
per species counted. Adams
saidheand Elias hopeto raise

president of Redwood Region Audubon

come
to the Vitorian Village of Ferndale
and have

786-9696
460 Main Street ¢ Ferndale

ee

“We'll start the serious birding

key to counting as many species as

We have a few reservations
available

as possible.”

“You've got to have good
weather, a four-wheel drive
vehicle and a stop-for-nothing
attitude.”
ROBERT HEWITT

festival part

|

cl

aa

ee

Apply for a seat on the Sees Center Board of Directors
Seats are available for 2-year terms beginning 1996-97
Letters of Application should be addressed to:
Mark Patla

Director's Office
University Center

oy

habi-

tats as possible, as well and as

celebration
held late April and early
May. Hawk-eyed birders in En-

Curley
and his staff

Wee
iting
cay.
birds ah will be hard to get.

vite i eas:Theaatrick is to cover as many

ofan international
“Big Day”

For your Graduation Celebration

ischonen

toe WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 24, 1996
more information cal
calll 828-4876

Annexation
° continued
from page 9
cess to bail out of it at this point.”
Councilman Jason

ne

sanenidee-deoetans ald br oe

aaa rs
ever
~
in air,” Arcata aidone bare

disappointed with theway the pro
ae

a letterto the commission
the health
and safety of

i

Williams said. “I mean this

beats Janes Creek West for
pub at paleaeaets one
problems because there’ss0 much
ch _ ity.”
Mark Andre, deputy director of
distrust
in the
towards

icapetick
slo ead he was to-

ee

said the California

was to-

pes ket

et

bow they feel

about the annexation.
The council
up the issue of quad
effects of
Ultrapower 3’s proposed 90-day
tire-burn testing should Blue Lake

hie oak
sie iliac District
Humboldt
Bay Municipal
Water Distrcshave noc expresed

Planning Commission grant the

power company’s

tal heard
hee eile?

Coun-

conmeces on

the matter and voted 4-1 in favor of

*. DBsCODER
S
aT. des
-* Practitioner of T ettee Arti siry

Street connecter

8

© continued
from page 9
the road connector
is tied to the

controversial Janes-Creek West

suggested the money Sotho project
wee be better
dae
existing streets in

—_—
Harris said,

“my

however, that the

pose other routes for the connector at future meeting.
To be notified about the time and place of the
meeting, contact City Manager
Alice Harris at 822-5953.
Arcata resident Solomon
18 meeting will be broadcast
tonight at 7 on Free Arcata Radio
89.7 FM.

Louis Mihalka, D.C.
a

Licensed

Chiropractic Sports Physician
Treating:
esports injuries
eneck & back pain
estress alleviation
eheadaches
770 11th Street ° Arcata ° 822-7044

THE ONE STOP
SOURCE
FOR ALL
YOUR
- IMPORT
NEEDS!
e VISA
_ @MASTERCARD
_ @ DISCOVER

Quality Service\
Free alteration

ly.

Qualityclothes

% |
ve

ARCATA'S HERBAL
RESOURCE
is moving to the

(7071) 443-8384

826 'G' Street

Erank's
;
Menswear
And Tailoring

ARCATA PLAZA
next to Plaza Design

oe
We

822-5296

ee

wil be closing on |
WEB

27

SITE hitp://worw. moontise. botanical. com

And Tall
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by Katy Conk

Hundreds of eco-minded folks
filled Redwood Park on Saturday

to browse alternative energy and
eco-friendly products at the Renewable Energy Fair and Earth
Day Celebration.
The fair had everything from an
electric vehicle to hemp products
to organic foods.
The City-El-Met, a 3-wheeled,

single-seated vehicle was just one
of the highly popular attractions.
Theinventor, SteenJensen from
Denmark, designed the vehicle in

ome appliances via its remote
electric-power generating equip-

would like to see B-52 bombers fly

ment.
Cindy Krammer
of AEE said this

year’s fair brought far more people
out than previous years. “Compared to last year, this was major
fun,” Krammer said. Four twenty

(April 20) is the day.”
Michael Hackleman was thekeynote speaker at the solar-powered

stage in the afternoon. Hackleman,

an author and an electric vehicle

tured and sold mostly in Switzerland, Germany and Denmark. The

enthusiast, is trying to help get a
commuter
train to operate

avehicle to meet the needs of shortdistance transportation. The CityEl-Met runs only on a small battery pack costing the driver less
than 10 cents per mile. The ve-

hicle would also enable small gen-

erators or solar panels to charge

the batteries, making itmuch more
energy efficient, said Bill Ward,

Pacific Electric Vehicles.

geti

down the street and not smell ex-

1987. About 4,400 were manufac-

purpose of the invention is to have

Hackleman said. “We're

Airactins Goanay Desrerng
Inc. hosted
a booth at the fair. The
organization uses solar power to
create energy. AEE has devised
for outdoor lighting and in-

closer to the point that we can

n the
about
ma
talked
le
Hackalso
he
said
and
use of hemp products

over the area and drop marijuana
seeds to grow wild.

“We can benefit from hemp ina

few ways. Itcan pull carbons out of

the atmosphere and it has a few
possibilities toward our industry.
My favorite fantasy is to build a car

out of hemp,” Hackleman said.

d
hosted
ere
stage
The solar-pow

bands from the area all day as well
as a fashion show which featured
clothing made from hemp.
t
ten booths
or
thansa
Vendmore

sold lotions, jewelry, clothing and

Arcataand
San Francisco. He proposed a light-rail system would

food. Kevin Johnson from Solu-

wayl01.
Hackleman
said he has stayed in
thealternative
energy field because
he enjoys it and there have been a
lot more opportunities
for alternative
in recent years.

the items the store has to offer.
“It’s a matter of time before we

reduce traffic on U.S. High-

.

’t it be wonderful to

live in a town with no cars?”

tions in Arcata sold an array of
hemp products including hats,
and clothing, just some of

will grow hemp in the United States
for industrial purposes,” City-ElMet. “Hemp plants are a premier
renewable resource.”

Big Day
8

° continued from page 11
organization Conservation Unlimited, will help gather some good

uill

COIO

based” information,
“scientifically
Hewitt said.
Hewitt said Big Day is not an
easy feat, but is well worth the
“You've got to have good
weather,
a four-wheel drive vehicle

ing attitude,”

a

we A

,

in 1967.
Jensenor
Steen nt
inve

been birding for five years. This
Big Day compewill be her second
tition and her five-m
team
also has its eye on the prize.

“We've been doing scouting in
advance,” Power said. “We're trying to pre-locate where the eagles
are hanging out and we've been
going out to Hoopa to find owls.”
She and teammates David Fix
and Sean McAllist
counteder
a total of 170 species during last year’s

and are confident
they

will beable to break the record. Fix
was also on a record-setting team
_ in Oregon in 1986 which counted

1618 G Sc, Arcata ¢ 822-8712

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$445 to $595 per mo.
3 Bedroom

Shared Units

$250 to $270 pe

eras

An Arcata boy steps into the battery-operated City-El-Met,a
three-wheeled, single-seated vehicle designed by Danish

ition

Open 6 a.m. to Midnight, Everyday.

TOOO

ee

National
Forests to be cut down.
He said “associated
trees” could

be taken to mean almost anything.

Both sides claimed their ideas
worked to make forests healthier.
The law is based on the assumption that there is a “forest health
crises” in many National Forests
which are now unhealthy,
with insects and fires devouring
forests
that are overcrowded.
RB
9d a
=
diseasing
trees and we
like they need to come out so we
can have a healthy forest, “said,
Pam Van Meter, chairwoman of

the North Coast
of Women
is some“The
oa
your garden. Ifyou don’t
tke care of it and weed i you
t

a healthy garden. If

these trees are blown down, they
have value to them, but eventually
won't if they are just left there
to

“Ladies and
a forest health crises,
nr
ceoter Marty Mast

thereis
oat
“ki

tim-

ber
rider.”
Tim McKay, director of the
North Coast Environmental
Center said dead trees are necessary

PINE

or the heal of forests, expecially

_

wove

The confrontation at the pro-

test may have been limited toa
two
but there
were also harsh words from
Women In Timber about the
Foresr Service.
ote
ae rs ape

salvage logging

we areoe
still implementing
all the
He said ¢

forest service is of-

thaitotionion dx wre

leer

CHOCOLATES

Selena
environmental function. Many spe-

cies require dead trees for habi-

tat... Many species
would be ad-

ar

aoe

5 or

In

eee

"He

id when fort repetdy

0en

eon

through the

cut,

a cad and then replanted,
“There’s a concern that at some

Seer |

hadition

ey | Beereere | “wreeeet |ca

a
Ves

:

- point you exhaust the soil and its
ability to support
a forest.”

the European

2nd & F Sts. ¢ ON THE GAZEBO « 425 Snug Alley
OLD TOWN ¢ Eureka, CA
P.O, Box 6562 ¢ 95501 © (707) 445-0326
Also at the BAYSHORE
MALL

i

—

er

Women In Timber vs. Forest Service
oe

a,

anima

pee | ro?

a

ly 442~ 8390 13
B WED-MON 1-7) ]

Service.”
“I don’t think I'd like to address
that at all,” Pidanick said.“] don’t

believe it’s credible enough to elicit
a response. One thing
I don’t get
into is when rhetoric and political

expression is the issue instead of
fact.

should

be applied “notwithstanding
any
other provision of law.” This

“Let's

keepit

cceadiignemcdoalaalitieg
any
' court decisions
forests

it objective. Let's

ronmental protection

as well as any that may come in the
future.

A San Francisco Style Bistro

“That is true from the stand-

point of how the law is written,
officer
for Six Rivers

National

est, “but not from the standpoint

of how we put it into action on the
Pidanick
said Six Rivers follows
all
ions
such as the EndanSpecies
Act and the Clean
ee
eee

sin reality, becauseofthedirec-

tives the Forest Service is given
(from the Clinton administration),
GSESSSSSSSESS

&

For-

see if they
are

Think of us for your special graduation dinner.

do

Reservations required.

conden
=<
tigation
i
they have not (done

ad

their jobs) so we've turned it over
to the law enforcement
of the US

Appetizers
Hoh

Soups & Chili ¢ Specialty Salads & Sandwiches
Seanad taste ¢ Gen tere 8 Bane
Micro-Brewery
Beers ¢ Fine Wines

many

SEAS ESERERRNNESeEES,

Suzanne's

Next to the Bookstore

FABRICE
Corduro

WINDOWS
CMFE

3.oo/yard

S000

Arcata, CA 95521

© 707-825-7207 ©

Unversity Confer + HOV

Monday- Friday |I:20 to 7:00

11th & K « Arcata
We accept credit cards
for delivery
& pick-up

C1
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_Towrsndnts have proof oft

bouncy

0

duis dereuntitin. hearted

an attitude about life in Humboldt

Fete
SU dnt pa pol

catia anacotere OF @
aan

ean Oe clement eee

|

r

ogi wh aml
aaa
youthful fashion stance at dances

“tr

balls of

vin

from Oxnard, Calif.

ei

Fl

cutee the youth today areas
sa
At least some things haven’t changed. bial
ae

SSE

RAVE gencration=

“Rubber frightens people,” she ssid, “because they're not familiar with it as a form of

esos fom eg he said.

“But for me, it has a mind all its own. Plus, you can’t beat the fit. It’s like being hugged
all day long by a very clingy friend.”

Gr ted

of

or “retros,” as they're amicably labeled by the socially conscious, is

eich,
oh forthe ie
| eee aedie
eA
anche

a

rn

orci

See

bers

ibe

Whsacomb, 19,

nr He eee Rahn eterna

lr Meese

Whitscomb said, “they oftengo for‘kid fashion’ with its
tale pig-tails,
p
berets,
bell botollipops and lunch pails.”
re
eee httea cha theeemnbetnt
~ out of the clubs and into the street, establishingan identity with
trend that’s been coined “geek chic” by critics, means taking the
good with the bad.
geting ch enaibed up fs dhe robber look Bc over a yore” he ch
up in the rubber look for over a year,” the rift
he icant wd
has been spanned by her bouncy sense of

)

is a far cry from those glittering black-tie

Wonderland” snd'Soow Whit

studies junior and

A

ten
after

—e
“And when they’re
not dressed like rubber gloves
or the ‘Brady Bunch,”

tli)

et diee's ecco 05 thelr facies
ee
than just the bounce in their steps and colorful personalities, which goes a long way to

Wednesday, April 24, 1996

vas eal getyoner eee

thinctes whe have perpen

tcl

For Booth, a native of

Calif., who chose HSU for its liberal attitude toward

fashion, Humboldt County offers its own sense of style where anyone can explore their

“This place isa haven for the avant garde,” Booth said.
“Just look around. We're living in a
full of weirdness!”
See Rubber,
page 18
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One hole, two holes, three holes, four

‘Tattoos get ab

art buddy in piercing
i

8

“Deep down

evrything

i

stereotype.”
Whitcomb, owner of Primal Decor pierc-

|;

including tongue, eybrow and septum,

|

nine
ago. He started piercing
months ago.
“I started piercing because it’s a beautiful
art form that works with the human figure,”
he said.
Whitcomb said most of his clients are

|
:
|

ing studio, who has 10 piercings of his own,

carted quiing pleccagy soem we Pe

| “| personality type.
“There are a lot of exceptions, but the same type of people will get
e

|

|

|

piercing. [
and personal adornofment
are exceptions to every rule. If you want to
ee
categorize, oneyene
he
studio,”
ns
the
to
in
ica
come
Republ
: “I tend to think that the people who come

because at the time I didn’t know anyone else who had it, it

0
e
wh
pierci
ercings ntsngs sadshare thos
porname
have
i
many of ker Ceo
o oe lvesidtay
dthemse
week
a certain
with the surgical steel
adorn

students who come for the aesthetic }

“It’s not easy to generalize because there

subject junior, has seven

seemed unusual. I also thought it was something no one else thought I

you do isa reflec-

personality that gets pierced, but there is no

iple

“I got each one for a different reason, she said. “I got my tongue

said art and an- |:
tion of your personality,”
thropology junior Jason Whitcomb. “I think |
|.

who wish to keep
dancin for the public and those

“April Applegate, liberal studies

F

the type of
between ship
there is a relation

ee

ers go with private piercings and the more exhibitionist types like the
make. .
statements Visible

c
sensual
heti
Whether it’s for aestappeal,
3
stimulation or symbolic representation,
:
art has become the fetish of the 90s.
stigma
smoky alley n
sailorina nke
Thedru
accep- |
ted
the
and
tegra
disin
of tattooing has
tance of body piercing has increased dra- |
matically in the last few years.

” he said.

[77

ie

their belly button pierced and people who are stereotypically more

she said.
alternative might go for the more unique piercings,”
°s piercings aren’t visible and she said she doesn’t
So far, Ap
plan on getting any more right now.
“I'm more shy and I didn’t want too huge of a change,” she said. “The
are for me, not for other people. No one else really sees them.”
pierci
ing g as an
Schulte, 2 forestry freshman, seid he got indo plercia
d
on the
ion
ism. Schultz (picture
masoch
andlat
alternative to self-muti
page 1) has multiple facial piercings, including a septum hoop and
bar
“It takes a certain type of person to sacrifice pain for pleasure,” he
d
with what
who isn’t concerne
said. “I think it represents
others will think, somebody who isn’t scared of society’s stereotypes
and is willing to do something for themselves.”
Tattoos have also been increasing among students in recent years.
Matt Griffith, liberal studies junior, started getting tattoos 10 years ago.
“I used to get them because I was just interested and thought they

were cool, but now I know more about the art itself,” he said. “ It’s a

reminder of where I've been and where I'm trying to go.”
Griffith said most of his tattoos started out as punk-rock images and
were done mostly by friends and himself. He said there is “something to
the stereotypes” about the people who get tattoos but alot has changed.

changed.
itu
have des
att
g
people's
so
oin
and
changed
tto
has
“Ta
better
for
léoking
and
image
the
changing
with
do
to
alot
Punk rock had

Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
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“gy ||

Law School?
Attend the 10th Annual
“Great program, well worth the investment and time!”
t
Tom Reed
1995 participan

style
any s
2 egg

2 pieces bacon or sausage
2 pieces toast
in Sunny Gree Conter

920-2276

school? About to enter law school? Or
g to lawng
applyineri
Consid
interested in learning more about lawyers and the American legal system?

This three-week program provides an inside look at what lawyers do and

what law school is really like.

You'll learn study skills and exam

techniques, lawyering skills and substantive law, and receive information

on admissions and financial aid, legal careers, and life in law school.
* Day and evening clasees available

*
©
*
°

Enrollment
is limited
All classes taught by full-time law faculty
Registration deadline: June10
books and materials: $465
Cost including

Ascreded by the Aenaicon Ger Agvactatan
ant
Renter of the Ananclatinn of Aosortoon Lam Sokoaly

For more information, including « free brochure,
edu,
belew.
return coupon
call (415) 442-6630, e-mail Jemedaait@origgu.
Schon! Gaiden Gave Uisiverniy, 120 AGesinn Sires’, Jen Franokcn, CA 94106
to Law ion
Hailte: invodued
.

mprire3

ates.

f

Name
Address

City, State Zip

i creer

“My tattoos

a
at i
asi

my

sort
thinga s,

of struggle

between good and evil, ona personal level,” he said. “I try to take things
Sey
to

decay.”

eager to catch the latest trend in body art, branding is

popular. The process involves making a design

out ofiron and then

burni

it onto the skin. The scars produce slightly

raised skin leaving a colorless permanent marking.

Wednesday,
April 24,1906
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ble skater

Baggies: The mark of a comfo
leather shoes and over-sized
shirts — is worn for comfort
and suitability.

aT

“Shoes and comfort are the most important aspects of

clothing,” said Matt Robinson, a music junior.

suimmincttalaaabousetey baa kneehcon
the
ake
“To skate is to live and to not is to die; it’s just how we
feel,” said Matt Glenn, a freshman at the College

“I think shoes are the mosti
ofall the clothing,”
Jones said. “Shoes that are thick around the ankle are
needed for
s
:

Glenn said
on

mereotype, but | think ta’ because more girls don’t

Many skaters say people do not understand the technical

aspect and clothing style of skating and therefore cannot
ni

aiadeu

“When
ceatie

£2;

eat

.

:

Glenn, who has been skating for 12 years,
i.
most of the
of skates are fale, but be ©
agrees with some of them.
“Some of the younger, new-school skaters don’t
have enough respect for the sport and spoil it for other
skaters,” Glenn said. “There are so many skaters that if

ones. “The idea that girls can’t skate is a big

"Seamed

iswom for
dewtt atta

flexing and it would be pretty uncomfortable in tight

journalism

senior Vi

tina

Glenn

someone sees some punk terrorizing the town, it leads to all

of us being labeled.
Robinson said, “Too many
associate skating with
trouble making and if we had more places to skate, then
maybe we would have a better reputation.

“Phe clothing ie worn hy dats eds perl

label us without knowing us.
“Also, people don’t know the time and effort that goes in
perfecting trick,” he added.
‘ The skater i style —
baggy pants and shorts
with the crotch exceeding the
super-soled, thick

“The way the this town is, it seems we have to break the

law to skate.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIRGINIA JONES

Conservative style conceals wild side
antics backsup his
both hands behind —_ Notoriou

performed

Christina Rice

“

aspermandwiggling

eh like eed

Per

ceeuorer

the entire body).

go to the

athe water” La ad

to Koluvek’s com-

Marquardt

wen Fm with the

orin the

’ strip down and go

wearing bras

thing.

eerste

Harry Met

a

hme

Sally does in‘When
said.

It’s never

s always an ordeal.

One type of food is not allowed to touch

type of food, and servers are always
eas ab ice. another “Feld
eaporan fast Er lnaghe
= Sel
“Pact, mant The gga’ peycho wards tie
all the condiments,” she said.
told to

ments with one of her common expletives.
gonna come and

she said.

plore her weird side.

aerenety

Seen

upand

around

heaaid, “Tim very driven.

she doesn’t know,

er

Man a white shirt on me is have fun,”
The
he said.
a Monkey besides
man.

Gary Lee, an undeclared fresh-

Selly

ee

Along with his white shirts, Lee wears

emai

ct

ets lends call him the “Monkey Man”
because
he jokes around, looks like
key and cats alot of bananas, Lee said.
.

Walk-ins Welcome

Early Momings & Evenings by Appointment

ee Lane es

Melissa Kidwell, a liberal studies multiple
freshman.
ieee couerte tees eet
Ue

bRoasterS’
NOW open (from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.)
in the Sunny Brae Shopping Center
across from Murphy's Market

Bae

%

fall line of espresse drinks
MH

Horror Picture Show” dressed in a thin,
meg
er Aan
ae ga
oe
ensemble
rouge completed
comalip-sync
in
performed
Kidwell also

this month
petition earlier

2 agin

tg

%
pastries &%
fresh roasted coffee

vi

wenice

thing,

Kidwell describes herself as friendly, ran-

ee

10% off if you bring your own mag!

Valley West Shopping Center

at the “Rocky
ll
made her debut
Kidwe

ee

on the outside shows alot about the way
take care of yourself on the inside,”
e.” said

iiteaessieg

of 92222-:5991,

Tease

1 want to do it now — I don’
ve
ee

re

ae

z

herd of turtles.

Las eaid tS tant very complicated
hi:

|

ne

ing out of her conservative shell faster than a

are sleeping, 1 ju

80m
| wd saree bar talkin classes.
She said she is shy, friendly, hutiorous, want
sarcastic

is breakHSU, Kidwell
Since attending

Lenco

dios 1 ect child 0-on-

%&

uae

innocence
at a
Watch ho eanseems

dishes because

in the blink ofan eye, —

Jekyll changes into Mr.

Rubber
Frecht, 19, is in the midst of starting a
atc

°continued
from page 15
Belinda Frecht, an undeclared sophomore

loyal followers
a place

from Ventura, Calif,, finds a similar satisfac-

tion in rubber’s allure as an everywhere
wear.
An avid raver, validated by a wardrobe

parton

filled with such flexible attire as a condom
skirt, latex underwear and neon rubber

socks, Frecht proves “there’s more to
in Humboldt County than just

trees and drug busts.

“Life here is an accident of vogue
tions and I’m just rubber-necking

quin in

Se s Gepeamale eee shane
Quad while clad in what she

we need rubber like Linus

” she said,
tte
fe
ee
more than just a fashion statement — it's a

needs his

chronicle of society.

Humboldt

a
y.

substance as clothing is dangerous to
wear.

“Rubber clothes are more than just a
to suffocate
the

skin
of the wearer,” he said.“This
is a

soveptance of

Ticeaisiiitiisteiimeteuiliiiaai
‘rubber-oids,’ who, like me, rely on the

fashion
to a senseless fashion.”
Whitscomb deflects criticisms that the

fetish with a

=o skintight scuba shirt,”

pier
Sil cocotatnasiasadiitir esses
people devoid of fashion sense,” Frecht

ae erat

“

fashion choice that’s as elastic as the ma-

terial itself.

“nd don’t be surprised when you atari

said.
“Just
think ofall the

a

he said. fade

vauiisn ivan sale

pope
and

dh. ulin,

“In fact, that’s one of the main reasons

_ why I got into rubber — to give a sense of

like

even weirder fabric sternetives

lichen and ivy adorning people's

backs.
“That will be fun — it will bring new

meaning
to botany class.”

1996
Summer
Session
two intensive five-week
sessions:

Session|: 6/24 -7/26

* Fax:
e-mail:

408/459-3070

ooo

Here's fast-acting relief

from the pressure of school! Graduating

seniors and
na ovae students can get $400”

cash back* on the purchase or lease of any

>
* Ye eg,
te
yee

cool wew Ford or Mercury.

This includes the hiigh-performance Mustang!

Call 1-200-321-1536 or visit our web site

at http://www. ford.com. for the full story.
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Shankar to perform Sunday

Musician continues his legendary reign
Boek ee

by Khan’s musical abilities and,

By Mek Krvpwok

Perhaps only one person on the
planet could instruct The Beatles

and John Coltrane, hobnob with

conducNew York Philharmonic
ionize
revolut
d
tor Zubin Mehtaan
musicyand
rit
of Indian
the popula
still doubt the importance of his
own accomplishments.
“I don’t think ’'veaccomplished
much, personally,” Ravi Shankar

from his
said in a phone interview
home in Encinitas, Calif.
music conMuch of the world’s
noisseurs would disagree with

popularity.
but.
“J am not only a performer

- after returning
to India in 1938,
became Khan’s disciple.

also a composer,” Shankar said.

Over the seven years Shankar
spent with Khan, the guru became
known to Shankar as “Baba,”
meaning “father.”
“Hetookmeashisson,”
Shankar

dox, but as a composer
I am ex-

said. “Baba taught me as much as
possible
in those years.”
Shankar used his training to its
fullest extent. He became one of
India’s best-known classical musicians in the 1940s, composing
music for theater, ballet and movie
and writing anew tune
soundtracks
for the national song, “Sare Jahan
Se Accha.”
In 1966, Shankar
entered a sec-

ond phase ofhis career when Beatle

“Asa performer
I am rather ortho-

perimental.
This was confusing to
my hard-core listeners.
“Many Indian musicians have

he said the Indian basis never
oe
ae
ee
“The musical concept is all Indian,” he said. “I don’t believe in

fusion or making a cocktail.”

Shankar said that rather than

bastardizing Indian music, West- ern influence enhances the music.

“We use Western performers
and instruments because we just
don’t have the range in octaves to
do everything we want,” he said.
Despite the limitations of the sitar, Shankar’s paramount instru-

George Harrison became his dis-

ciple, an event which turned out to

revolutionize the status of Indian
music and, Shankar said, was ben-

eficial to the youth of the West.

ment, he said the sitar offers a great
variety of choices.
“You can play very slow spiri-

“] becamea pop hero,” Shankar

instruments,
but through
From the time he was 10 until he

turned 18, Shankar performedin

“This occurrence coincided
with the upsurge in the hippie
” Shankar
said. “There
culture,
drug
was also a rise in the

tual

music,” he said. “You also can

play with speed. There are lots of
possibilities.”
are some of
These possibilities
the reasons Shankar believes In-

troupe.
:
stint
mat "rmiibagetenbiay
with the troupe was all it took to

r,24
See Shankapage

Festival to be held Saturday

A.S. tells previous fes tivals “Begone!”

by serge Homan

sis of the event is important to him as well.
“Being that I have an art background I'm
interested in getting artists out there and

Grkind ofthing eid Mike Round, Asso
for student
ciated
:
:
fa ee
5 ee

Although school won't be in session
, the UC quad will be filled with

Teneo

fy aly tame tor nad par
io
clubs and activiof or
Vicki Paul, direct
ties, said she hopes the event will attract 500

Aleereattoleagmenny

to the chubs as well as provide community
members and students witha chance tocome

aseummusic, food booths and people,
ing

Roundy, an art senior, said the artempha-

Days was just like the drunk

FS

it doesn't rain.

even if it does, the rain won't stop

the Giret Arts and Music Festival from

to 1,000 people, but because it is the first

year she can not estimate how much money

fi think we needed something to bring
on

will be raised.

the event because “the bands we have are s0
:

”

i

A.S. and

a, sadihices eviiiscime bein

with members

. Acommittee was formed

and
A.S., CenterArts

studen
at ts
large.
The committee looked at the failure of the
past two events, she said, and came up with
the festival as an alternative.

“The main intention of the festivalis to

pomp

Bahar hppa

will be different.
nisers said, thie festival
to

)

al,24
See Festivpage
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The Scene’s

ot

Exclusive Ax

ake

Rating System

pe

i, hard to tell wh
en one
track ends and another begins.
The 15 tracks are similar to the
band’s earlier work — fist-clinch-

a

2

WW
¢ Worth chopping down
an old-growth forest over.

:

AA

songs aren

can’t bear to listen, but they wet the

thirst for music above the Michael
Bolton tempo. The CD's catchiest

Roosters’ latest release “Young &

Modern” is good rockabilly witha
touch of alternative
rock.

ing in

KAM

licks are “Victory,” “The Streets

punk has
what ten
haven't forgot

:

feelings

:

—

i

eee

eet
:

os

sed in

uae.

ee

of America”
and “Parallel.”
The real savings grace for “The
Gray Race” is that these boys

isone.

rd and di

soun

Soni

ing

ti
ir ng
guitar
riffs. Vocalist J.S.
Clayden
erupts with lyrics about gov-

» start

the

they

.

namic bass lines and thundering percussion match the
guitar’s intensity. The bassintroduction
to the second song

is particularly wicked.
J.A. Carter, who ris
is also Pitchpin
Jats

pay of enue
some of the most whacked
sounds I've ever heard into the
songs. Some of these sounds
appear to have been recorded
from a few solar systems away

while others are just extremely

|

creepy. There are also several

hich will ecly be subjected

Bel

sats

Songs “One Night¥

ernment conspiracies and the
many ills of society. The dy-

to a judicial inquiry.

— Peter Sciacca

Sidewalk” are songs that sound
harder than the rest of the album.

§ BadReligionhascreateditsmost
audience accessible album ever.

This CD shredsi
“Infotainment” is a beautiful
mergerofunbridled aggression and

riff
EXTENT AIMER
"Stage

“ ph01:00

SQ

ct
2o
&B
1:3 if £30
SS
The
Y
Life Trio
«~

eaturifig Pat Miller
er

Performance Sta

:00-1:30

”

Ballet Folkidfi ae,
(2: tad
|
:

“ae

Midd

(Eastern

by

|

@

The Lumbiexjack

Riot). It is also the volume that
has the most recognizable
tunes
for mainstream fans.
David Lee Roth’s “Goin’

“Get Rich” has a creeping
groove as Charles duets with guitarist andA goat ap
Ed
Pastorini.
The
on “Move Me,”

Crazy” causes MTV flashbacks,
Motorhead
makes you want to

Lccnuiat.

slam dance and “The Final.

cateharmonica saitby ola Late
“Diamonds AllDay* is the most

Countdown”
by Europe brings
lyrics from the Tecesses of your
brain to your
Some big names like AC/DC
and Guns‘n’ Rosesare nowhere

their lips as she practically
breathes, “He said, ‘I remember

dying when you drained all my

to be heard and replacements

life’/
I want some/I need diamonds
all day/ I need to pray.”
I have four words for this band:
follow-up CD please.

Malmsteen’s
Rising Force, Badlands and Fastway don’t mea-

about
things
ei
only one
Ther

— Carrie Bell

But if one receives it as a
present, hasa surplus ofcash or

Various
“Heavy Metal Hits of the *80s”
Volumes 1-3
Rhino

this debut that’s bad. It’s too

plans on robbing a bank soon,

camperif
Star or
already
home col-

he/she will bea happy
Portishead, Mazzy
Galaxie 500 have
earned a place in the
lection.
The ultra-sultry Jennifer
Charles will put listeners in a
— of seductive passionas

Gonna Take It” (Twisted Sister)
or“Cum On Feel the Noize” (Quiet

At least, Rhino didn’t forget
that the movement
wasn’t completely male dominated al-

will perform with his group

essence of this genre clad in
leather, ripped jeans and animal-print lycra.
— Carrie Bell

Volume 1 is definitely
the best

Maybe the limited subject matter is why there are only four
songs.

who has played with Frank,

Each is adorned with the very

they are correct in doing so.

Mike Keneally, a guitarist

sure up.

Vixen and Britny Fox also represent the feminine voice.
Evenif fou don’ tlike the glam
rock, take a lookat the imaginative and
iate cover art.

set from Rhino may convince
them

cane” (Scorpions), “We're Not

J.

song than “Gotta Let Go.”

This is a part of the °80s many
people would like to forget. This

pieced together of the three with
hits like “Rock You Like a Hurri

Yngwie

though Lita Ford had a better

“v“\

sings about lovers, sexual

age esl transcendence.
feelings

including

Dweezil and Ahmet Zappa,

Beer for Dolphins, Sunday,
at the J
San Diego
ska band Turkey Mallet will
open the show.

has released two

solo albums, “hat.” and

“Boil That Dust Speck.” He
has also performed with the
band Z.
In addition to his music,

Keneally writes acolumn for

Guitar Player magazine and
has
appeared
“Roseanne.”

on

Beer for Dolphins consists

of Keneally on guitar and
Bryan Beller on

|

See Rants & Raves, page 23

bass and Frank Briggs on
drums.

'f|.

LINDAW. AZEVEDO, 0O.D.
DESIGNER FRAMES
CONTACT LENSES
LASER REFRACTIVE ASSOCIATES

851 Bayside
Road, Suite A
Arcata, CA'95521
(707) 622-7641

ATTURNIOLG
mM DEPARIMENT
@ PRESENTS

@

April 26

Madrigal Singers

April27

Symphonic Band

April 28

Vocal Jazz Ensemble
Mad River Transit Singers

May 5

Calypso
Band with

CSU Long Beach Stee! Band

Call Concert Line at 826-5456

Music Dept. Office at 826-3531
for more information

or

- QD
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Come in for a quick byte.

Don't forget to

* Macintosh
Rental - $10 per hour
¢ B/W Laser Prints - 50¢ each

¢ Full Color Prints - $1.95
¢ Scanning
- $5 per scan
¢ 155 Available Fonts
¢ Full Serve Laser Typesetting

Reaivacerinpop eters
Open 7 Days
>
y
5
}

,
:
»

p
?

16th & G St.
ARCATA
sez

kinkco-s’
thecopycenter

Open
7 Days

Sth
& V St
EUREKA
a4s.ss34

VOTE

InElections!
the A.S,
University Quad
¢ Student and
Business Services
¢ Natural Resources
¢2nd floor of the "J"
¢Disabled Student
Services - hse. 71
¢ Library!
Polis are open

9am - 4pm
TODAY

AND

TOMORROW!

e Madonna a —
months pregnant wi
e baby. She is

supposedly keeping the
child, but there are no plans

for

I

coviding

Sian) ngeiilee

and Universal Pictures has

decided
to film part of the

turn to their original roles
and Steven Spielberg
will be
at the project’s helm as director.

A press release from the
Humboldt
County Convention and Visitors Bureau
stated that a company
spends
approximately
$25,000 a day on location.

ing “The PotSermpl
Ses
sions: A $0th
:
‘et

,

Collection” on May 14. It
is a four-CD collection of

versions ofsongsin progress

and the first stereo ‘mix-by

Just call

our ad department

Pe me ae

7,

SSNs

5

SSI

Ie

SSS

SS

at 826-3259 and ask about our low-

Brian Wilson to commemo-

| See Hype,
page 23
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On the Scene
CD-release party
set for local duo
sopho-

and

holds

seaanytietnt || Meese
return.
Vega’s
Jimmy Page

and Rob-

Day are headed back to the

AAA

.

:

the

F

lense,
i

title.

1 mellow pulsing beats make
°¢ Want to drink and smoke
bar.
dingy
in some iis
cloves

of Dinosaur Jr.’s and Mascis’

—

°

above the prehistoric anthems , Despite radio's ¢

of the

Se

Hewen”
e tow
woe
ee wich
best")
Gemetes
the
native 7Mhas taken
sock
Classified Ads| | Ore.,
to keep
enough
of his past work with Dinosaur, wel
eee
ae

and given it a new edge with

,

tis

string and keyboard | °a°*Pe eon
elaborate

arrangements.

oto

— Carrie Bell

ee

16th and L streets. Admission

restebees || palbeonaatiding scalefrom

lution with the release of his
second solo album,
bassist’s
“ Year ofMondays” stands far

Snakepit and Screaming Trees

take place at Cel-

p.m. and

DinosaurJr.'s J. Mascisis deduce this isn't an uphfing
evo-

— Carrie Bell

biped oe Bey begin at 8

—

wae

to record 1097 re. | | Probably rethinking his tand yop
Mncion
C

gomuryin Arcata

3

aes ne ono || Seger

Mike Johnson

Se

is

le

spon-

cdved by he HEU Women's
Center.

|
four tickets per Sen

aETer

“gear
°

or money order to:

a

on the River
—_Reavae

Box 640
P.O,

e

Colll. S0000
“#007.
Make checks payable to

on the River.
on the River "ess
Reggae
tickets on sale now

Local
g
o
,
tin Band Series
at Depot
on the continues

Tickets are now available for

this summer's Reggae

River festival at French’sCamp

in Piercy, taking place Aug, 2

through 4

cost $80 for three

will perform
The Orbitones

at 8 p.m. in the Detomorrow

pot as partof CenterArts’ and
KRFH’s Local Band Series.

is free.
tickets are |. Admission
days. No one-day

ee ~

We didn't thinkwe could make it any easier to surf the Net.
‘day, more students are using Macintosif

on the Internet
share ideas ers
comtoput
than any other computer. No small wonder,

either. Because with a Macintosh there are
no complicated commands needed to get

up and surfing on the Net. So in a matter
of minutes you can be on-line accessing
the exciting new universe of the Internet.

~ (Not to mention prospective employers.)
And right now, buying a Mac" is 28 easy as

using one. For a limited time, we're offering special campus savings on selected

Apple’ printers.
andosh
int
Maccomputers
us today, and look into the power
So visit

to be your.best’
The powerosh
of Macint

Butwe just did.

For more bjormation ve son the Internet at bitp//bed. tnfo.apple.com/
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The Lumberjack

Shankar
° Continued from page 19
dian music will retain its
ity years
for
to come.
e

¢

is

t

«

ti

Gal andl that Seopa lke el
stay,” he said. “In many
ears it will be like what
cx Mamet wrote,

Performing Live—
Fi. & Sat. 26t a oh “Wight Train
615 W St, Arcata
822-4766

;

that

not tryingto

up there with thera.”
: see

cue

soe

8

release of a four-CD
i
perros y. | ——
project was
trated
by Harrison.
“There
was so much musicto choose from,” Shankar

Jane Good, M.A.

Marriage,
Family « Child Counselor
License
# MFC32310

said. “But it was well-represented and well-balanced.”

Shankar continues to per— despite two heart at-

as long as I am physically

his 15- ae

dau

on

Ba

i

|
,
Community
:
ay Coucational Access =#8 ic
hi
ig
ht
s
from this»
|
HUMBOLDT
week's schedule

THIS WEEK

“Family
portant role,
in my

a very imialy
late

life,”
he said.

role I play is as a father
and

as a guru.”

Shankar
said it is difficult

Tuesdays

™ BODY.
BODY TALK

# every hour starting
at 7 p.m.
=
‘

ips

.

News about HSU
and

Fri 26

10:15 p.m.

school and homework,
but
7:00 p.m.

BLUEGRASS FESTIVAL
Sat 27

7:00 p.m.

DEAD HEAD T.V.

the North Coast
2:00

MASK,MO
MUSIC

- Produced
by HSU
Joumalism Students

\y
WA

plaza
grill
Open7
Se.m.- Serving

Full Bar: Fine Wines
Join us for Happy Heurt
Monday-Friday 5 - 7pm
Wednesday Night

Guinness Night 7-lipm
$7.00 pitchers
Thersday Wight

Mergerite Night 7-lipm
dose Cuerve Gold Mergarites $2.50
Seturdey Might

Weppy Hour 9-l1pm
fe

torts Jecoby's Somhowe

On the Plane - Arcata
- 826-0860

p.m.

:

that she is

;

ssi

“She's tryi
”
he said. “She has’ lot of
talent, but it is all destiny.”

Festival
© Continued
from page 19
basically make some money for
the clubs and
said

programs,”

Roundy
said he hopes to see
the festival, which is
by AS. CenterArs
the Cube
ee ee te

become
an annual event.
There will be a special
children’s
area on the grass behind Nelson
Hall Easg.
Ifit does rain, the event will be
moved to The Kate Buchanan

25

Wednesday, April
24, 1906

For crew team, best is yet to come
wi After successful

home regatta, HSU
looks toward PCRC..
By Jeff Viera
PAs

°°

The HSU crew team heads into
its final weeks of the season set on

making a good first impression.
In its first season as an intercol-

I
team, the ‘Jacks are looking
Smteeeeaeuee

May f-12in Sacramento,

oedinne PCRC,” Coach Robin

Meiggs said. “It really doesn’t matter how the season has gone so far.
It’s who crosees the fish line frst
that matters.”
HSU will get one ofits final tuneups for the PCRC this
at
the Cascade Sprints in Tacoma,
Wash.
Most of the schools in the Pacific
Northwest
are expected to attend
the event. Several schools compet-

From left, Jeanette Rudisill, Christy Gamache, Nicholie Porter, row the Novice Four team to victory at the Biue Heron Regatta.

ingin theeventsareunfamiliarwith

find its best combination of row-

HSU.

ers. By doing this, several mem-

im

bite

wi ith

see Titanadl

seas0r,

Heron Redwood Sprints

on is its finish. At the Blue

bers will finish their season before

held last Saturdayaion

ae.
Bay, the ‘Jacks lost to Seattle
Pa-

the regatta because Meiggs expects

cific in three events by less than

:
ovine against fully
ates wtltc rowing
Washingon, who... onaiWe
Wester

‘two seconds.
“We need to improve on our
sprints,” Meiggs said, adding that

posted similar results to HSU at iendiol TOGO ecteaeae re
the San Diego Crew Classic last
month.

Astime gets closer to PCRC, the

‘Jacks will begin to “seat race” to

CS

eiggs said. (With our
eatt “we are hoping to

losing
ie

make the Grand Finalest PERCE.”

One aspect HSU looks to im-

in the last 500aie
rag

losing
the three events
in the final stretch, HSU won the

es:

seconds), Novice Four (8:22.56),
Varsity 8 (7:08.19) and Light-

weight Varsity § (7:23.67).

The women combined
with the
men’s club team to score 94 points.
~-Seattle Pacific finished in second with 58 points. St. Mary's
College finished in third with 42
points.
HSU took first place in the Junior Varsity
four (9 minutes 32.49

The men’s team also won
events.

" After the event, HSU President
Alistair McCrone helped dedicate
the teams two new boats.
Flying Scot, is named: after President McCrone.

Flores shatters record, ‘Jacks continue to impress
@ Track and field

weeks?

team set to go
Cal/Nevada Invite.

said. “I wasn’t thinking about the

“I wasn’t going in tense,” she

race until right before. I was just
inking about enjoying the race.”
The race in Walnut
well

for Flores’ chances
at the national

championships
to be held May 22-

In 1919, Babe Ruth set a major
league record with 29 home runs.
The next year, he achieved one of
the most impressive statistical
bp Hafan increasing his
not
be Babe

*t tell
by her

lege Relays,
last Friday in Walnut,
Cailf. Flores cut 27 seconds offher
school record in the 5,000-meter

race, clocking a NCAA Division

] . II-leading

time of 16 minutes,
$0.11 seconds. —

25 in Riverside.

“I feel really good,” she said.
“You never know what could hap-

pen. I went last year feeling tired,

not fresh.”
Coach Dave Wells said he received the news Flores’
of
race from
head Coach James Williams while
with other team members in Davis
for the Woody Wilson Invitational.

“[ liked the way James described
it,” Wells said. “He kept repeating, ‘It was awesome. It was awesome.’ When he told me the time,

I said ‘Awesome. Awesome.’
“Jumps in performance
like that
don’t
come often.”

Walnut,

Courtney

Cannizzaro recorded a national

provisional qualifier in the 1,500meter

ee
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run,

as

did

Carrie

in the 3,000
and Marti

in the 400-meter hurdles.
On the men's side, Brent Tocher

barely missed his own school
record in the 400-meter hurdles
and Rio Anderson hit his second
iw

qualifier in the 5,000-

. The men’s
11,600-meter relay team also narrowly missed the school record.
School records also fell at

Woody Wilson in Davis.

“The people at Woody Wilson

ees

cs

to score points at the conference
championships,” Wells said.
Kaci Childers
broke the record

in the women’s hammer, throwing
125°1”.

Jenn Woolsey
set a season best
in the 400-meter run, clocking
60.64 seconds in her third-place
The
retin

wasa
particuesa

three of four runners setting
bests. Fergus Breck rana
best of 9:54.56, putting
himself in contention
for a conference qualifier.
The team’s next focus is this
weekend’s Cal-Nevada Championshipsat Davis, which features
all Division I and II schools from

California and Nevada.
“This meet is to squeeze the last
little bits of improvement out before conference,” Wells said.
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HOURS

NEW DROP-IN SCHEDULE
Throughout Intramural Leagues
LAYARIN

Swimming 7-9am _ Pool

and Fri.

12-Ilpm
Pool
4-5pm _ Pool

es./Thurs. Swimming 7-9am_
4-5pm _—
ednesday Kayaking /7:30-9pm
Sat./Sun.
Swimming 12-4pm
VUOLLEY OF

BAS

KG LDF

_—~Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool

SADIVMIN

TON

1. Cori Evans (Davis)-12.54
2. Jen Goodrich (Chico)-12.78
3. Marti McCoy (H8U)-13.04
eG peor
1. Marti MeCoy (H8U)-26.04
2. Cori Evans (Davie)-26.07
3. Celise Carroll (Davie)-26.06

400 meter

1. Jamila Demby (Davis)-57.74

000 meter

z

aH

eee

1. Sore Floces
2. Sara Dickerman (Davis)-10:02.64
3. Sally Pyle (Davis)-10:04.90
|

1. Collee Carroll (Davie)-1:08.24
2, Marti MeCoy (WSU)-1:03.40
3. Cathy Prater (Davis)-1:03.61
;

- 1, Sera Flores (HSU)-16.30.11

1. Davis-40.02

2. C. Manglapane (HSU)-17:40.55

2. HBU-60.98

10,000 meter
1. Kelatin Kabo (Davie)-37.11.81

1800 retay
1. Davis-3:54.08

2. Erica Greene (Stan)-37:26.11

2. Chico-4:07.34

8, Kirstin Kabo (Devie)-17:55.12

ie

-

9. Chico-51.38

2. HBU-4:08.08

|

1. Julia Demby (Davis)-2:12.98

1. Tammy Graham (Davis)-18-04

1. Michelle Reis (Davis)-41-06.26

2. C. Canizzaro (HSU)-2:15.05

2. Angela Orlando (Davis)-18-02

2. Nous Mulitalo (SF)-38-01.25

3. Jill Pecider (Davie)-2:15.36

3. Keeta Zimmerman (HSU)-18-00

13. Kaci Childers (HSU)-28-02.00

1.300 meter

2. Jil Peckder (Davis)-4:37.29

DROP-IN RECREATION HOURS

a

3, Kim Sousa (HSU)-37:46.60

1, Sara Flores (HGU)-4:36.44

Sunday

1. Andrea Ennis (Hay)-.473

2. Trieha Reinhardt (Davie)-.484
3. Jenniter
Frits (HSU}-.490
4. Courtney Watson (HSU}-.404

SF State at HSU

RECREATION

Mon./Wed.

Not Avaliable

Ratting Average

Sonoma St at HSU

DROP-IN

> WV LIVUIVELIN

|

3. C. Cannizzaro (HSU)-4:38.96

1. Sara Garcia (Davis)-14.46
2. Coliee Carroll (Davis)-14.86
5. Marti MeCoy (HSU)-16.85

_.,1

Michelle Gallagher (Stan)-144-08
2, Dara Wright (Stan)-137-10

7. Kaci Chliders (HSU)-126-01

Basketball 12-2:15pm East Gym
Volleyball 12:30-2:45 West Gym
Badminton 2:30-5pm East Gym

Bring valid studentID

TOURNAMENTS
Football
7 T.V.'s.
, 1 Big Screen

PLAY. Dafoe

.
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Jacks can clinch conference title
with sweeps over Cossacks, Gators
@ Softball team

hopes to send its
seniors out in style.
By def Viere
The HSU softball team can seal
its fifth Northern California Athletic Conference crown in seven
years this weekend with a clean

sweep.

More importantly,

HSU would

almost
be assured a position
in the
Western Region playoff.
.
The ‘Jacks host a dangerous

Sonoma State on Friday ina | p.m.
doubleheader
at the Arcata Sports
Complex.
Saturday
they face a weaker opponent in San Francisco
State ina

noon doubleheader.
“Friday's
game will be very criti-

fe)
|4

cal,” Coach Frank Cheek said.
“Saturday’s
game shouldbe easier.

We are expecting to destroy San
Francisco.”

«

KEITH SHEFFIELD/ SPORTS PHOTOGRAPHER

}

The ‘Jacks, 16-2 in Northern
California Athletic Conference
play and 43-1 1 overall, hold atwogame lead over both Sonoma and
UC Davis with six games to play.
If the ‘Jacks win all four games

Kathryn Hutchings is a stolen base short of tying a school record. they will clinch the crown no mat-

ter what

in HSU’s final

doubleh

May 3 at Chico

the regionals.
Several factors go
into the process of
ing a site.
Being the top seed is not one of

State.
“I'd hate to go to Chico without
the conference wrapped up,”
HSU is 2-2 against the Cossacks
Cheek said. “They (Chico) got
year.
ing to lose but to try everyIn the March 15 NCAC doublething they can to win it.”
header at Sonoma,
the teams
spli
A sweep over Sonoma would be with the ‘Jacks winning the
a very large blow to the Cossacks’ game 5-3 and losing the nightcap
(13-4 inthe NCAC and 35-12 over-

all) post-season hopes. Sonoma receivedan honorable
mention in last week’s national poll.
However,
three teams in the West

i

jon

are ranked ahead of them,
ing HSU, who is fourth in

the nation.
The top three ranked teams are

invited to the regional tournament.
With Portland
State winning the

3-0
HSU will honor its four seniors
(Jennifer Fritz, Valenta, Amy

Caropreso
and Eva Garcia)
on Saturday before taking the field
ag i
San Francisco
in their final home

game.
“Its
going to be a sad weekend,”

Valenta said. “This is it, the last

home game.”
The "Jacks have shutout the

Cal State Bakersfield Tournament

Gators in all four meetings this

last weekend, they are almost cer-

year including
sweeping the Gators

The ‘Jacks are most certain to

San Francisco, 1-13 in the
NCAC and 7-39 overall, has

tain to jump ahead of Sonoma in
drop in the national poll and may
lose their top spot in the region
after going 3-3 at the Bakersfield
Tournament.
“Everyone was a

little off,”

pitcher and outfielder Dawn
‘Valenta said. “When one of us is
off,all 18 of us are off.”

HSU has a good shot at hosting

Now

Open..

7:00

a.m

Fri.

&

10-0 and 8-0 on March 16.

dropped 153 straight and has not
won a game since pulling off the
upset
of the year, a 1-0 decision
over UC Davis.
“Weare going to push it in prac-

tice this week,” Valenta said. “We

need to get our business done and
can’t overlook this weekend or

Chico.”

Everyday

Sat.

‘til 9:00

p.m

+ Organic Espresso & Local Foods

%* Fresh Juices & Smoothies

a Catering
& Take Out
_3 Vegan & Vegetarian
Meals
‘and
NAY

Northtown Between G & H
768 18th St. « Arcata ¢ 826-7543

ay
KY

}

a,

VIGHE

A

SPE

int
$.75

(

mee

pitcher

$1.50 $3.50

Genuine Draft

Anderson Valley $1.25 $2.25 $5.50
Poleeko Gold

Mon. -Thurs. 5-8 p.m. / Fri. 4-9 p.m.
glass

& Bud

$.75

pint

pitcher

$1.50 $3.50

Steam $1.25 $2.25 $5.50

For Mother’s

:

Day

:

The
Sweet
Scents
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Environmental protection

The Arcata City Council has decided to enter the tire
burning debate by writing a letter to the Blue Lake Planning —
Commission expressing citizen’s concerns about the effects
of burning tires.
Although citizens of Arcata may not smell any possible

,
,

fumes, the pollutants may affect air and water in
Arcata and
surrounding areas. H
Idt County citizens should have
say in a decision that could change the quality
of life of all
county residents.
Pollutants do not respect city limits and Ultrapower 3’s
burning of tires could conceivably affect an area other than
Blue Lake.
ess of the fact that Ultra
"s experts
say that the
tire burning
would have no significant effects on water, airor
soil in Arcata, the Arcata City Council should be applauded
for writing a letter expressing its citizen’s concerns. Common
sense would tell a community that burning tires could lead to
toxic materials in the air.
The constant monitoring by Ultrapower 3 will allow it to
notify city authorities and the Environmental Protection
Agency. However notification would come too late. because
an Environmental Impact Report is not necessary for test
burning tire chips. Residents will not know the extent of
pollutants until after the test burn. .
Although the Arcata City Council does not want to infringe
on Blue Lake’s rightto make its own decision, this is an issue
that may affect residents elsewhere, Arcataad have a
chance to let its citizen’s concerns be known.
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is a journalism senior.
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Letters to the editor
¢> 2
Do you feel safe walking

alone at night?

The Lumberjack neglects
reporting
on A.S.resolutions

Lack of exciting nightlife
leads
to drug use

The Associated
Students is known for its
progressiveness
and effective activism, so
why is The Lumberjack so
ineffective at
issues
in the A.S. thatare

In the April 10 issue of The
thee ee number of rcs
concerning the undercover

important to
ity

staff and the univer-

community
as a whole?

agi

Pagal

ee

dite

arose

I think

these two topics are related.

There is a serious lack of social

nities in Arcata for people under the age of

21. The suggestions
made by stall writer
Jonathan Jeisel in “What to do for fun ifyou

safe. This is
very peaceful
place compared
to L.A.”

aren't 21 »” are in Arcata itself, not particu-

ay
ee
eee
fey
on. For
Center
is pretty far away, roller skating isn’t
the greatest thing to do on Friday nights

funding
for the
JULIO H. MEDINA

powbity of pecing en

als that they otherwise would be unable to

afford. peer po

“Yes | feel safe.
But when
incidentsof

leading

gry

bap map

‘against CSU

increases

through organizations such as Students
for Education and by
inde-

“Sometimes. |
was followed
once through

students to the capitol to

of student rights.

Arcata late at

on

None of these

With ongoing A.S. elections, it is essen-

night. It was
very
frightening.”

ae

tial that the A.S. and student advocacy
groups receive good coverage so students
know what is happening around them in

English Aoumalism
senior

relation to their academic
future. As the
only student paper on campus it is The
Lumberjack’s duty.

and good concerts are few and far between.
Because our social outlets are far away,

lacking in appeal and inconsistent,
students
often seek entertainment
and excitement
the use of drugs. The university
should meet the demand for social alternatives to drugs. Regularly providing alternatives such as dancing and live music at a
relatively low cost would be a positive and

proactive way to deal with problems in the
campus community.
” Edward “Buss” Webb has voiced concern over the negative reputation associated with drugs and HSU. This, along with

dence
Students
say this has violated
the trust and the respect of the academic
. If positive social outlets were
sponsored
by the university, then there

would be a climate created to regain the
trust of students and better the reputation
of the school.

“Yes, | know
the Lord’s with
me. There's
nothing to be
afraid of.”

Brian Vernor

I have to disagree with the letter written
by the Arcata resident in the April 10 issue
of The
She wrote that the students who were

position is extremely difficult, but I believe
Wagner is the best candidate. He has both
the experience and maturity to meet the

challenges
involved with the A.S. presi-

dency.

Wagner is the director of the Humboldt
Legal Center, which provides insight into

arrested for drug related crimes should not
be judged too harshly because of their
potential futures. So what if these students
had a potentially great future ahead of

them? They still did something illegal.
One major
in America
is the
tact that Gtadeal5ih $0 thon gu all very
easy. Their punishment
is light and therefore they see no negative consequencesto
their actions.

These students may have had a future,

but they knew what they were doing and
they knew it was wrong. What kind of

does it set if students whoerg

pac
eane
dale
PE ads stadt
de ioe

Siete
havior is OK, and we'll put up with it. The
as
eee
re
eo
kind of behavior is to make the consequences as undesirable as possible.
country where crimi-

nals get off so light. It’s time we started
changing this.
Alicia Moore

liberal studies multiple subjects

~

FIED
301

WEEKLY POSSIBLE
our circulars. asd
1207.

FAST

FUNDRAISER—

$1780

CALIFORNIA
STATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
REPRESENTATIVE FOR 190697—$1200

per year stipend.

Associated
Students
representative for HSU student

opinion at a statewide level.
Requires travel on amonthly
basis.

to other CSU campuses. Contact
Freida Ravasco, A.S. President,
826-5415. Application deadline:

Friday, May 3.

TWO PUBLIC RELATIONS
COORDINATOR POSITIONS

as elections commissioners.
Desire students with a strong
interest in student affairs. Contact
Frieda Ravasco, A.S. President,
826-5415. Application deadline:

Friday, May 3.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—

Raise

$500 in 5 days — Greeks, groups,
clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,

easy — no financial obligation
(800) 862-1982
ext. 33.

EXCELLENT
PAY! Homeworkers

Over 400 companies
needed!
need homeworkers/distributors
Amazing recorded
NOW!
message gives details. 814-489-

5404 Ext. 139, 24 hours.

STUDENTS WE NEED YOUR
APPLICATIONS. The Unversity
Center Board of Directors is
for student
accepting
Letters of
Board members.

application addressed to Board

Chair Mark Patia at the University
Center Director's Office are due

by 5pm Wednesday

, April 24,

1996. For details call the Directors
Officeat 826-4878.

EXCELLENT

OPPORTUNITY!

Earnup to $2000+/month working

Work part-time anywhere in US

available. No experience necessary.

telecommunications company!
Generate incredible income that
continues paying even after the

on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
World travel.
companies.
Seasonal & full-time employment

For more information call 1-2065/8
971-3550 ext. C60473.

TROPICAL REZORTS HIRING—
Entry level & career positions
available worldwide (Hawaii,
etc.).
Caribbean,
Mexico,

federally regulated

Let us help. For more info. call
1-800-263-6495 ext. F60472.

WORK IN THE OUTDOORS—
National Parks, Forests, Wildlife
are
Preserves, & Concessionaires

hiring seasonal workers.

now

Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:

1-206-971-3620 ext. N60473.

SUMMER JOBS!

Roughing it

counselors;

instructors:

l
outdoor
Day Camp—a traditiona
camp in SF East Bay commitedto
helping ALL children grow in selfseason: group
ing
esteem. Hirfull

ABROAD

AND

Serious
summer months!
, 9am822-4567
call
ls
individua

basic conversational _—

in

YARD

Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or Asian

languages ak

tn;

For

information
call (206) 971-3570

LEAP

FUNDRAISER,

5/6

ext. J60473.

ALASKA

4-H

SALE

Students needed!
Fishing
a
mehEam upto
month.
Room and board!
Transporation

SEA

KAYAK,

SAILING

LESSONS. Full moon and high
tide kayak events
$20. Used sea
kayaks,
new
parts
and
accessories. Adventures
on the

bay. Hum-Boats 444-3048.

1

TAROT,
ASTROLOGY,
NUMEROLOGY READINGS.
RESOLVE THOSE BURNING
25 years
. $80 perhour. Salina
Rain 443-1912.
Visa/MC
accepted.

EMPLOYMENT—

QUESTIONS!

Male or female.

—_
:
we
ee
a

No experience necessary. Call
(206) 971-3510
ext A60473.
se

secure, tall,

life, pennies Bayon rs.

children.

massage.

ee
~

518.

travel,

Open

heart, P.0.B, 680, Arcata, 95618,
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THRILLS

WORK

Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching

washer/dryer,
fu

horseback ride/sports/swinvfish/
canoe/row/crafts/mt. biking/rock
climbing. Refs/exper/excel DMV.
510-283-3795.

9pm.

TRAVEL

shopping
& bus stop. Ample

v6.

24-hours
week

ty

a day.
eacn

seme

oat
|

c

Lj

Lumberjack online —

http://137.150.224.80

:

THis WEEK

urday iin the Palm Lounge. The
Back Row Kings perform 9:30
p.to m
| a.m.
. Friday and Saturday
in the Rathskeller. No cover

¢ Humboldt Brewery hosts
Trillian Green 9 p.m. Friday and
able. Ages 18 - over are wel-

Tickets

are $4,

826-5436.

eTheV.
Mad River

;

Sunday in Fulkerson Recital Hall.
$2 students

spbyby the
the Career Center, willbe
4p
Thursday in Nelson
Hall Weer 292. 826-3341.
836-50
e«
a Way of Life:
People of the
” a documentary about the Karuk people,
shows 7 p.m.
in the Performance
Room Gallery at the Ink
People Center for the Arts in Eu-

“fresh, psychedelic,

“The Wise Men of Chelm,” a play based on a Jewish folktale,

runs 7:30 p.m. Fridays
and Saturda
2 p.m. wise
and ys

og

row
iy 12 at the Manila Dunes Community
Center. During the creation of the world, the Earth's population of
fools was
deposited in Chelm, Poland and the fools
wise men. Tickets are $5, $4 for children.
to belves
believe themse
For more information call 442-1533.

and seniors.

° A benefit
for ee
North
Peay Perse

Som

wilbehad Sin Meopiler sxe
Unitrin Universalist F
Hall in
. Tickets
are $10.
Reservations
can be made at 8268777.

¢ Pansey Division performs
punk-pop 8:30 p.m. Monday at
Club West. Doors o

Nine Days Oldon

charge is $3. 826-2739.

Cover

© The Jambalaya hosts Night
Train on Friday and Saturday.
Show times vary; expect to arrive
by 9 p.m. Cover charges average
$4-5. 822-4766.
e Sunnyside Pub and Eatery
hosts the traditional Irish music of
Good
9-11 p.m. Saturday. No cover charge. 822-5493.

Grab
Bag

at 7:30

p.m. Tickets are $7. All ages are
welcome. 444-CLUB.

Leh.
5
;

yee ig Aap

ing,

are

presentation 5-6 p.m. in

Founders Hall 179. 826-3478.

hibits, including

a recently

catalogued collection of mollusks,
will be present. Visitors are
invited to bring in “mystery”
shells for expert identification.

Admission
is free. 826-4479.
° A hike among wildflowers
along the south fork of the
River in Six Rivers National Forest, hosted by the Sierra Club, begins 8:30 a.m.

noon on
State atsco
San Franci

cal theater and dance, runs 8 p.m.
Thursday through
at the
Van Duzer These, Tikes are

$3-6. 826-5493.
e “Alll in the
comedic play, runs
8:15p.m.

Sun-

days until May 11 at the Ferndale

Repertory
Theatre. Tickets are $6'.

Aa

yoy

reka. Admission is free. 442-8415.

. Meet at

the Uniontown parking lot in
Arcata. No children are allowed
on the hike, which will involve

Pree refill with large drink
Weekend
Matiness $3 before 4:30
Movies
change on Fridays

gins 10 a.m. Saturday
People Center for the Arts. Poets

Broken Arrow

progress

Rumpisin the

are asked to bring at least five copSe
or work-in442-8413.

Afree

redwood

Jackie Chan

forest slide show of the Headwa-

térs forest will be held 7:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Kate Buchanan
Room, by photographer Doug
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